Thanks for the tip-off.

From my side - Am aware of the Donovan's. Came across them in my previous role where a) - allied himself with them and b) from the stuff they posted during the litigation - which is still ongoing. They published some quite nasty stuff which we couldn't respond to even if we wanted to because it was sub-judicae. is very much in the know on there related gripes and can presumably give you an update.

is fully aware - it came up during our annual face-to-faces.

As usual ........... thanks are due to you - I have zero intention of responding to there postings ........ Unless you or advise me otherwise.

Am travelling next week but will look into my messages regularly. Am in London Shell Centre Tuesday p.m. if you want to chat for a longer time.

Regards,
Greetings - you may like to be aware that there have been a few passing (and rather literate) references to you on the Chatroom part of the Donovan website

http://royaldutchshellplc.com/blog/archives,

which has a longstanding and acrimonious relationship with Shell and is currently carrying a lot of material about and North Sea safety, including comments about

This is the subject of daily calls involving

senior EPE/EP staff.

Let's hope this comes to nothing; but should the references to you turn into something more concrete then we will follow up immediately through more formal channels, involving , copied here.

Best regards